American culture is shifting from a mass culture toward increasing specialization and diversification. The growth of communication in cyberspace is consistent with this trend inasmuch as it supports the proliferation of interest and affinity groups. Socioeconomic, demographic, and cultural factors affect access to, use of, and behavior within this communication space. Other forms of regulation of the use of cyberspace include the emerging norms of on-line discussion groups and political attempts to regulate the content of the Internet.
ne key development in American culture since the 1960s, especially evident in the media, is a general shift from &dquo;massification&dquo; to &dquo;segmental appeal.&dquo; An increasingly differentiated nation celebrates diversity and fosters affinity groups and identity politics. The mass media-print and electronic-join the trend, measuring various &dquo;demographics&dquo; and aiming their products and messages at particular segments rather than at an undifferentiated mass audience. Television, films, radio, music, magazines, and Internet newsgroups all gear their topics, formats, and styles toward particular homogeneous segments of the population (i.e., &dquo;interest groups&dquo; and target audiences). In particular, cable TV and the videocassette have helped direct television, the most important mass medium, away from the networks' cherished mass audiences toward particular viewing segments.
Mass culture lives on, however, in some of the &dquo;emerging markets.&dquo; For example, with the second largest middle class in the Americas (50 million people), Brazil is now experiencing aperiod of mass consumption that in some ways recalls 1950s America. And Brazilian television continues to illustrate massification. That nation's dominant network, Rede Globo, the most watched commercial television network in the world, regularly attracts nightly audiences of 80 million people to its popular telenovelas (Kottak, 1990) . Those (Escobar, 1994 (Lakoff, 1975; Tannen, 1990 Notice the interplay of class, education, and gender stereotypes in one AOLer's response to the university community.
Who gives a rat's ass what a bunch of beady eyed, bespectacled, nerdy engineering students with net names like pimple@assholenet.com, typing with one hand and jerking off with the other as they post pictures of girls they wish would even let them sniff the chair they sit on think. AOL's here to stay, Jack, and there isn't one fucking thing you can do about it. So why don't you move on. By the way, I love the way you snobs accessing via university computers engage in generalization about large groups of people. Usually the mark of a first semester freshman encountering the real world for the first time.
Social scientists are studying ways in which AIT is fostering new social constructions of reality and computers are changing notions of identity and the self. Virtual worlds (e.g., anonymous computer role-playing games, or MUDs [multiple user dimensions]) are ways of extending various selves into forms of cybersocial interactions (Escobar, 1994 
